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ACCU CORE for TIKKA® ² and ZIPKA® ² headlamps
The new rechargeable CORE battery is designed for the TIKKA2 ZIPKA2 line of headlamps. This battery is easily inserted into the
headlamp in a few seconds instead of three regular batteries.
It offers an advantage over standard batteries for frequent or
intensive headlamp use. It is more economical to use - it pays for
itself after four sets of alkaline batteries. The Lithium Ion Polymer
technology guarantees a lifetime that is equivalent to 900 regular
batteries - the CORE battery makes an efficient contribution to
limiting toxic waste in the environment.
The CORE battery takes advantage of the high performance of
Lithium Ion Polymer technology, particularly of its excellent
functioning in lower temperatures.

The CORE battery offers an economic solution that respects the
environment: it guarantees over 300 charging cycles, or the equivalent
of 900 alkaline batteries.

The CORE battery is compatible with TIKKINA2, TIKKA2, ZIPKA2,
TIKKA PLUS2, ZIPKA PLUS2 and TIKKA XP2 headlamps.

The CORE battery has a USB connection, so it can be recharged
from any standard USB charger: a cell phone charger, a multimedia
device, a solar panel, a portable energy source, a computer, etc.
With CORTEX software, the CORE battery opens new doors:
the CORTEX software can simply be installed in your computer and
the headlamp connected to it. It then becomes possible to adjust,
in a very intuitive way and with only a few clicks, the battery life of
the headlamp or the lighting level (maximum or economic mode)
according to your needs.

Designed to fit the new TIKKA2 - ZIPKA2 line of headlamps,
the CORE battery is easily inserted in a few seconds.

The CORE battery is available separately for TIKKA2 - ZIPKA2
headlamps, and is sold with the new TIKKA2 CORE and
TIKKA XP2 CORE headlamps. With the optional charging pack, you
can recharge directly from a wall plug, or from a car's cigarette
lighter.

A standard USB connection allows the CORE battery to be recharged
from a wall plug, a car's cigarette lighter, a solar panel, a portable
energy source, a computer, etc.

New LED battery charge indicator shows the precise energy level
remaining in the CORE battery:
• while in use:
- Three lit LEDs:...................................................... charged > 75 %
- Two lit LEDs:......................................................... 50 % < charged < 75 %
- One lit LED:........................................................... 25 % < charged < 50 %
- No lit LED:............................................................ charged < 25 %
• when charging:
- Three lit LEDs:...................................................... charged 100 %
- Two lit LEDs and one blinking LED:........................ 66 % < charged < 100 %
- One lit LED + one blinking LED:............................ 33 % < charged < 66 %
- one blinking LED: ................................................ charged < 33 %
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ACCU CORE for TIKKA® ² and ZIPKA® ² headlamps
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ACCU CORE E93100

USB CHARGER E93110
Compact, lightweight rechargeable Lithium Ion
Polymer technology

Wall charger with interchangeable adapters

Flexible cap protects USB connector

USB port for connecting the charger to
the CORE battery

Compact size for travelling

Exclusive mounting system allows the battery to
be integrated directly into the TIKKA2 - ZIPKA2

Sold with three adapters: Europe, North America
and United Kingdom

Battery charge indicator
Car charger with battery charge indicator

Lithium Ion Polymer battery for the
TIKKA2 - ZIPKA2 line of headlamps
Designed for the TIKKA - ZIPKA line of headlamps,
the CORE battery offers an advantage over regular
batteries. It is very easy to insert and can be charged
via any standard USB charger: a cell phone charger,
a multimedia device, a solar panel, a portable energy
source, a computer, etc. Excellent performance at low
temperatures, thanks to Lithium Ion Polymer technology.
With the CORTEX software, the user can customize
headlamp performance: for example, to adapt the
lighting intensity or battery life to the type of activity.
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• Compatible with the entire TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2 line of headlamps
• Battery life is equivalent to that of more than 900 type
LR03/AAA batteries: the CORE battery recharges up to
300 times (beyond that, its capacity is approximately 30 %
lower than its initial capacity)
• Compatible with all standard USB chargers (cell phone
charger, multimedia device, cigarette lighter, solar panel,
portable energy source, computer, etc.)
• CORTEX software personalizes the functioning of the
headlamp according to the needs or the type of activity.
This software is used to determine the type of lighting: when
regulated, the light intensity remains constant during use;
unregulated, it diminishes progressively to optimize battery
life. It then becomes possible to adjust, in a very intuitive way
and with only a few clicks, the battery life or the lighting level
(maximum or economic mode) as needed.
• Exclusive mounting system allows the battery to be
integrated directly into the TIKKA 2 - ZIPKA 2
• Excellent performance at low temperatures, thanks to
Lithium Ion Polymer technology
• Battery charge indicator when in use:
- Three lit LEDs: charged > 75 %
- Two lit LEDs: 50 % < charged < 75 %
- One lit LED: 25 % < charged < 50 %
- No lit LED: charged < 25 %
• Battery charge indicator when charging:
- Three lit LEDs: charged 100 %
- Two lit LEDs and one blinking LED: 66 % < charged < 100 %
- One lit LED + one blinking LED: 33 % < charged < 66 %
- one blinking LED: charged < 33 %

Specifications

Wall and car adapters for standard USB

Specifications

Logistical information

Lithium Ion Polymer 900 mAh rechargeable battery
Sold with 30 cm USB "micro B" type cable
Compatible with TIKKINA2, TIKKA2, ZIPKA2, TIKKA PLUS2, ZIPKA PLUS2
and TIKKA XP2headlamps
Recharge time: 3 hours
Number of charging cycles: approximately 300
Weight: 30 g
CE/UL
Made in China
Guarantee: 3 years or 300 charging cycles
CORTEX software available for download at www.petzl.com in the second
half of 2010

• Practical, compact wall plug adapter for CORE battery
charger for the house or the car
• Easy charging with cigarette lighter (integrated battery full
indicator)

Sold with interchangeable adapters for Europe, North America and the
United Kingdom (sold without "micro B" type USB cable)
Weight: 153 g
CE/UL
Wall charger:
- in: 100-240 V CA
- out: 5 V CC (1000 mA)
Car charger:
- 8 to 30 V CC
- out: 5 V CC (1000 mA)
Made in China
3-year guarantee

Packing: Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 64
EAN Code: 3342540088863

Accessory
USB charger EU/US/GB/12 V (E93110)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually in cardboard boxes
Case quantity: x 128
EAN Code: 3342540088856
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TIKKA® ² CORE and TIKKA XP® ² CORE headlamps
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TIKKA®2 CORE E93 ACS - E93 ASB

TIKKA XP®2 CORE E99 ACG - E99 AGB

Electronic push-button switch

Red LED to help preserve night vision
White high-output LED

Four LEDs

Wide Angle lens with assisted open-close feature
Integrated signaling whistle

Four LED headlamp, three lighting modes
with CORE battery and standard USB wall
charger
Designed for regular use, the TIKKA2 CORE headlamp
offers great versatility with its CORE Lithium Ion
Polymer battery and its three lighting modes
(maximum, economic and strobe) which are accessed
by a simple electronic push-button switch. With the
CORTEX software, the user can customize headlamp
performance: to adapt the lighting intensity or battery
life to the type of activity.
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• Versatile and energy efficient:
- three lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe)
• CORE Lithium Ion Polymer rechargeable battery:
- battery life is equivalent to that of more than 900 type
LR03/AAA batteries: the CORE battery recharges up to
300 times (beyond that, its capacity is approximately 30 %
lower than its initial capacity)
- CORTEX software to customize headlamp performance
according to the type or the demands of the activity. This
software is used to determine the type of lighting: when
regulated, the light intensity remains constant during use;
unregulated, it diminishes progressively to optimize battery
life. It then becomes possible to adjust, in a very intuitive way
and with only a few clicks, the battery life or the lighting level
(maximum or economic mode) as needed.
- exclusive mounting system allows the battery to be
replaced by three LR03/AAA batteries
- compatible with all standard USB chargers (cell phone
charger, multimedia device, cigarette lighter, solar panel,
portable energy source, computer, etc.)
- excellent performance at low temperatures, thanks to
Lithium Ion Polymer technology
• Compact, light and comfortable:
- a single case contains LEDs and rechargeable battery
- adjustable headband

CORE Lithium Ion Polymer programmable battery
with CORTEX software for customizing headlamp
performance according to the activity

CORE Lithium Ion Polymer programmable battery
with CORTEX software for customizing headlamp
performance according to the activity

Wall charger with interchangeable adapters
E93 ACS: EU and US adapters
E93 ASB: UK adapter

Wall charger with interchangeable adapters
E99 ACG: EU and US adapters
E99 AGB: UK adapter

Specifications
E93 ACS: Sold with Lithium Ion Polymer CORE battery and wall charger
with EU and US adapters
E93 ASB: Sold with Lithium Ion Polymer CORE battery and wall charger
with UK adapter
Compatible with AAA/LR03 batteries (alkaline, Lithium, Ni-MH and Ni-Cd)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Recharge time: 3 hours
Number of charging cycles: approximately 300
Weight: 76 g including CORE rechargeable battery
CE
Made in France
Guarantee: 3 years (300 cycles for CORE battery)
CORTEX software available for download at www.petzl.com in the second
half of 2010

Accessories
SIGNAL (EO5 P)
POCHE TIKKA ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually in blister packs
Case quantity: x 30
EAN Code:
E93 ACS: 3342540089174
E93 ASB: 3342540089327

Headlamp with one high-output LED, one
red LED, five lighting modes with CORE
battery and standard USB wall charger
With its Lithium Ion Polymer CORE battery, the
TIKKA XP 2 CORE headlamp is adapted to intensive use.
This headlamp integrates two light sources as well as
a Wide Angle lens with assisted open-close feature,
allowing the user to choose between a long distance
focused beam and flood beam proximity lighting. It
is equipped with a white high-output LED and a red
LED. The red LED provides back-up lighting useful for
preserving night vision, or strobe lighting for increased
safety. With the CORTEX software, the user can
customize headlamp performance: to adapt the lighting
intensity or battery life to the type of activity.

• Versatile and powerful:
- three white lighting modes (maximum, economic and strobe
mode)
- two red lighting modes: maximum and strobe
- type of lighting (white or red) is selected by pressing for
two seconds on the push-button (the last color used remains
in the memory until the next use)
- choose between wide or focused beams with the
Wide Angle lens
• CORE Lithium Ion Polymer rechargeable battery:
- battery life is equivalent to that of more than 900 type
LR03/AAA batteries: the CORE battery recharges up to
300 times (beyond that, its capacity is approximately 30 %
lower than its initial capacity)
- CORTEX software to customize headlamp performance
according to the type or the demands of the activity. This
software is used to determine the type of lighting: when
regulated, the light intensity remains constant during use;
unregulated, it diminishes progressively to optimize battery
life. It then becomes possible to adjust, in a very intuitive way
and with only a few clicks, the battery life or the lighting level
(maximum or economic mode) as needed.
- exclusive mounting system allows the battery to be
replaced by three LR03/AAA batteries
- compatible with all standard USB chargers (cell phone
charger, multimedia device, cigarette lighter, solar panel,
portable energy source, computer, etc.)
- excellent performance at low temperatures, thanks to
Lithium Ion Polymer technology
• Signaling whistle:
- integrated whistle aids calling for help during daytime or
when visibility is limited
- SOS Morse code illustration on the whistle

Specifications
E99 ACG: Sold with Lithium Ion Polymer CORE battery and wall charger
with EU and US adapters
E99 AGB: Sold with Lithium Ion Polymer CORE battery and wall charger
with UK adapter
Compatible with AAA/LR03 batteries (alkaline, Lithium, Ni-MH and Ni-Cd)
Degree of protection: IP X4 (water-resistant)
Recharge time: 3 hours
Number of charging cycles: approximately 300
Weight: 83 g including CORE rechargeable battery
CE
Made in France
Guarantee: 3 years (300 cycles for CORE battery)
CORTEX software available for download at www.petzl.com in the second
half of 2010

Accessories
SIGNAL (EO5 P)
POCHE TIKKA ² (E93990)
ADAPT TIKKA ² (E97900)
ADAPT Clip (E00200)
ADAPT Universal (E00300)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually in blister packs
Case quantity: x 30
EAN Code:
E99 ACG: 3342540089174
E99 AGB: 3342540089327
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Warning
Activities at height are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death.
Take the time to fully read and understand the information presented in this catalog, as
well as the instructions for use that come with the products.
Gaining an adequate apprenticeship is your own responsibility.
The information presented in this catalog is believed to be correct at press time. But it is
not guaranteed to be exhaustive, correct, understandable, or up-to-date.
PETZL reserves the right to modify this information at any time. Petzl’s civil liability does
not extend to products that have been modified or repaired outside our factories. Contact
PETZL if you have any doubt or difficulty in understanding the information presented in
this catalog (www.petzl.com/contact).

Guarantee
3-year guarantee covering parts and labor only for manufacturing defects.
Normal wear and tear and inappropriate use are excluded from the guarantee.
To take advantage of the guarantee, the defective part must be returned to us.
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Find the Petzl dealer nearest you or anywhere in the world at: www.petzl.com/dealers

